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========== ScreenCamera SDK enables developers to build any kind of applications that require video capturing and
streaming, allowing them to detect user gestures, custom video formats, and more. It is designed for any type of development
environment, it has no limitations on screen resolution and can be customized to suit any application. To fully understand the
features of this SDK, we provide you with a demo application that you can use as a reference. ScreenCamera SDK Features:

========================== - ScreenCamera SDK has been optimized for both small and big screens, from 5 inches to
21 inches (with a maximum resolution of 1080p). - With its implementation, you can monitor and record your screen and

desktop in real time, streaming it live to your website. - It is easy to use, intuitive and customizable, and comes with an
application that helps you test the capabilities of ScreenCamera SDK. - Its platform is supported by Windows, Linux and Mac

OS X. - It comes with an impressive set of components: - ScreenCapture.framework - ScreenCapture.h -
ScreenCaptureReader.h - ScreenCaptureReader.framework - ScreenCaptureWriter.h - ScreenCaptureWriter.framework -

DisplayControl.h - DisplayControl.framework - DisplayControl.cpp - DisplayControl_win32.h - DisplayControl_win32.cpp -
DisplayControl_osx.h - DisplayControl_osx.cpp - DisplayControl.h - CursorTracking.h - CursorTracking.framework -

GestureController.h - GestureController.framework - GestureController_win32.h - GestureController_win32.cpp -
GestureController_osx.h - GestureController_osx.cpp - GestureController.h - WindowManager.h - WindowManager.framework

- WindowManager.cpp - WindowManager_win32.h - WindowManager_win32.cpp - WindowManager_osx.h -
WindowManager_osx.cpp - CursorTracking.cpp - CursorTracking.h - CursorTrackingController.h -

CursorTrackingController.framework - WindowsFocusControl.

ScreenCamera SDK [Win/Mac]

- Video streaming and recording SDK with many customization options - Supports x64 platform - Minimized footprint size -
Multiple built-in video formats (MP4, WMV, AVI, ASF, MOV, and more) - Multiple frame rates with buffer - Multiple frame
rates with timestamp - Multiple frame rates with timeline - Supports limited FPS range in continuous video recording - Supports
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audio capture and stream - Supports video capture and stream - Supports video capture and streaming - Supports real-time video
capturing - Supports real-time video streaming - Supports video playback - Supports all screen formats (PNG, JPEG, GIF,

RAW, BMP, TIF, PCX, and more) - Supports custom formatting of the screen capture - Supports image output to the clipboard
- Supports bitmap output to the clipboard - Supports PNG output to the clipboard - Supports JPEG output to the clipboard -

Supports GIF output to the clipboard - Supports JPEG output to the clipboard - Supports JPEG output to the clipboard -
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************************************************************ ScreenCamera SDK is a free toolset that comes
with all the functions required to build software solutions for webcam and desktop video recording and streaming. It is available
as a set of components with a small footprint and a powerful API that enables you to stream the webcam and capture the
desktop as well. It includes all the tools and libraries you need to add these functionalities to your application: ScreenCamLib -
The ScreenCamLib is a small, yet powerful, library that includes the functionality to record and stream video from the webcam.
It is also available for x64 systems. ScreenCamStreamLib - This is a portable library that enables you to stream the desktop of
the host PC from your application. ScreenCamW32Lib - This library is part of the ScreenCamera SDK and works for x86 and
x64 systems. For more information about these components and others included in the package, check the detailed features
section at the end of this page. Features: * Create a video recording and desktop streaming solution that will integrate into your
application and be easy to use. * Ease of use, no need to write code, all the tools are provided inside the SDK. * An easy to use
UI for screen recording with options to customize the output. * The functionality of the package enables you to quickly create
applications for webcam and desktop capturing. Advanced HLS Streaming by Max Formant Advanced HLS Streaming is a
professional time-based media streaming library that includes functions to create HLS (HTTP Live Streaming) playlists and play
them on Android, iOS, Windows, and other platforms. AVFoundation by AudioVideo Labs AVFoundation is a framework that
provides a modern programming interface to capture, process, and play back media on iOS and macOS. AVFoundation is a
programming interface for the CoreMedia framework. It provides developers with a modern programming interface to create
sound and video applications using the latest audio and video technologies. AVFoundation makes it easy to capture live video
and audio, change the quality of a video or audio file, render images from a video, and play back audio or video. chrissim by
Xiph chrissim is a C library for the web-audio format, which provides a simple and complete implementation of the
specifications. It supports the data format as specified in the W3C Web-audio API and has been tested in Firefox, Safari and

What's New In?

First released in 2001, MPEG-4 Part 14 is the current standard for video coding. The specification is named after the initials of
the three groups of people who have made the standard possible – the Moving Picture Experts Group (MPEG), the International
Telecommunication Union (ITU), and the International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC). The first practical work on
MPEG-4 was started in the 1990s by the group led by Ken Lunde at the Philips Research Laboratory in Eindhoven. Philips had
the goal of standardizing a real-time, scalable video coding tool and released the first MPEG-4 test model in January 1998. This
first release was never intended to be a standard, but was soon adopted by the ITU as the ITU-T Recommendation H.263. At the
same time, a group of researchers in Denmark, led by Lars Baldvin, started developing a prototype of a new encoder standard
that was based on video object coding. This work led to the development of the object-based video standard MPEG-4 Part 2.
There are several important technical properties of MPEG-4 that make it different from earlier video coding standards. These
properties are based on the object-based concept, which uses smaller parts called objects to represent the picture content. The
object concept provides a number of new features that are unique to MPEG-4 and give it a number of important advantages.
For example, the advanced object concept helps in reducing the amount of memory required for encoding by allowing bitrate
scalability. With object-based encoding, the concept of an encoder bitstream is extended to include information about the
contents of objects within the video stream. In the early 2000s, the MPEG-4 standard reached the status of a recommendation.
The current version is now an international standard, ISO/IEC 14496-14. Technology Overview MPEG-4 Part 14 offers many
new features. The MPEG-4 object-based coding framework is similar to that of MPEG-1 and MPEG-2. In MPEG-4, objects
can be treated separately, just like in object-based coding. This enables both temporal and spatial operations. This makes it
possible to perform object-based coding in time as well as in space. The most important feature of MPEG-4 is the object-based
design. This is one of the defining characteristics of the MPEG-4 object-based coding framework. This means that video can be
coded in object units. The basic idea behind object-based coding is to divide a video sequence into small parts. This allows more
flexibility in terms of compression quality, resource usage, etc. To encode the object, the following steps are followed: 1.
Segmentation: The object-based coding framework includes an algorithm for segmentation that separates the picture into
individual objects. This is followed by the next step.
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System Requirements For ScreenCamera SDK:

Minimum: - 64 GB RAM - 1 GB Video RAM - Android 4.0.3, 4.0.4, 4.1, 4.2.x - CPU with performance of 2 GHz or higher. -
NVIDIA Tegra 2, 3 or 4, or Mali-400MP GPU, or Snapdragon - Max processing: 720p video playback, 1080p video playback
Maximum: - 2 GB Video RAM - Android 4.0.3,
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